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Intro & Overview of presentation
2 main questions/topics to be considered
1. Challenges associated with the
sustainability of archaeological data.
“How and why do we keep this stuff
digitally? (and what should we keep)”
2. Promoting better understanding of
how we may work together as a
community to address the challenges.
“Who uses this stuff anyway?
(and How?)”
https://visual.ly/com

“It’s all in the archive”.
(But maybe not where we know it)
•

Intra-site analysis - metadata and report records are
Accessible and more sustainable (e.g. via OASIS), but the
actual archived data content is much less consistent
depending upon differing project related variables.

•

E.g. Project funding source, budget, project scale, Use of
GIS for analysis, publication strategy, archaeological
significance/remains.

•

For analysis across multiple sites with related
archaeology the records are much more fragmented and
Interoperability of data (below metadata) is much more
limited.

•

Search (Findability) at project level is possible via
metadata but actual comparative Reuse of the data sets
that are found is not possible without better standards for
consistency across projects records

So how much commercially funded
data is reaching the archives?
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The report is all?
Ad Hoc Arch Analysis processes/products
in UK commercial archaeological practice
•

“Post-excavation projects therefore gradually
changed as individual archaeological
organisations developed their own internal
processes and procedures to cope with the
unpredictable commercial environment and the
needs of both specific developers and specific
post-excavation projects (Participant Interview
13: 55.00).

• In practice this involved a move towards a
more ad hoc form of post-excavation
process, so although the basic structure of a
post-excavation project remained roughly the
same what occurred within each stage would
depend upon individual Project Officers,
individual Project Managers, individual
circumstances, specific deadlines and the
knowledge that most post-excavation projects
could also come to a sudden halt at any point
for any one of a number of different reasons”.
P139 – Daffyd Davies

Davies, D. The Development Of
Archaeological Post-excavation Within
British Professional Archaeology BAJR
Guide 2017

Differing Analysis processes have grown between
Commercial & Research funded archaeology in UK

Process model diagram is still a “work in progress”

Stratigraphy is fundamental to how
Recording and Analysis Processes are carried out
The stratigraphic record, with associated
relationships and data, acts as primary Evidence Excavation Archive Records
for how, and in what order, the site was excavated. e.g. Harris Matrix & data
Connects all the other analysis records (finds
samples, dataing, specialist studies, etc).
“the principle of definite chronological sequence
represented by the superposition of stratum over
stratum in the soil. This principle lies at the basis
of all archaeological excavation” (Wheeler 1927:
817).
Products of stratigraphic analysis (e.g. phasing)
are key to enabling anyone less familiar with the
site, to re-visit (re-use) the excavation records,
understand what data is most relevant for any
particular research questions, or problems
encountered, and piece together the underlying Analysis Archive Records?
details of how the interpretations by the
e.g. ??? Phased Matrix, GIS phase plans?
excavator(s) were actually arrived at.

But how (if at all) is the Stratigraphy of sites
preserved in Digital Archive contents?
❖

‘Raw’ Stratigraphic data is like “the
skeleton” of the archaeological site

❖

How do people record Stratigraphy?
2 main ways (see 1 & 2 illustrated)

❖

How is an Harris Matrix archived?

❖

Kept as images or data?

❖

How readily able to re-use? Need
Phasing data too

❖

❖

Need a consistent format for
preservation, and Interchange (sharing
and re-use) of the Strat Relationships &
Phasing info
E.g. Data as CSV can easily convert to
RDF/XML for use by semantic
technologies e.g. STELLAR - RDF &
LOD outputs

1. Stratigraphic Relationships in
database tables (e.g. CSV)

2. Stratigraphic
relationships
expressed in a
matrix diagram

Variability in digital depositional practice?
• Use case: e.g. Radiocarbon
dating research
• Heritage Data Analytics CDP –
Heritage Data Classification?

• Detailed search for 4 key types
of data record in archives at
ADS
• Very limited correspondence
• Attempts at re-use for Bayesian
chronological modelling
hampered.

Venn diagram showing the total number of documents containing
each combination of key-phrase. Each total represents the
number of documents containing that single key-phrase or
combination of key-phrases only and none of the others.
Interim results – with thanks to Bryony Moody
(PhD Researcher Sheffield University)

What might FAIR Stratigraphic Data look like?
F- Who needs to Find it? – Academic Synthetic studies, Students,
Commercial archaeologists

A- What degree of Access? – Strat relationships a minimum standard

I – How does it need to work with other data? - Standard formats
for – Strat relationships, Group, Phases

R- What degree of Reuse?
– Perhaps distinguish Intra-site
& Inter-site reuse value?
- Highlight importance for
temporal reasoning for
Bayesian Chronological
modelling
“Who uses this stuff anyway”?

Dye & Buck 2015

Archives are not just for Archivists
Reduce
- Proliferation of some
unnecessary digital material

Reuse
- Data that is fit for
purpose

Recycle
- Legacy/hardcopy data that
needs to be better structured

Rome. Monte Testaccio
(photo: Alex)

• Huggett, J. Reuse remix recycle: repurposing archaeological digital data. Advances in Archaeological Practice (2018), doi:10.1017/aap.2018.1

Sustainability Choices – the dilemma of
who decides what should be archived?
• Archaeologists focused on completing
site and archaeology – assumption that
archivist knows what will be most useful
in the archive.
• Archivists assumption that
archaeologists know what is the most
significant content from a project to
archive
• Who actually checks (or can measure)
what would be expected to be in an
archive? Development control? Research
funding bodies? The (re)User?

Do we really understand the likely
(Re)users (audiences) for the data?
Should we try and match data in archives to re-use cases better?
A market research view of audiences?
Based on main reasons why different groups are looking for data
Can we better define likely research “Personas/Users”
– (e.g. TGI data for UK data)

• Academic based Research students
• Commercial archaeologists/organizations
• Academic Synthetic projects/publications – e.g. Roman Rural
Settlement

• Independent researchers? Open public
• Any Others?
• But Not “General Public”? For data
Digital Archives like libraries? Or museum shops? Or something else?

Forecast is for an outlook that is FAIR ?
digital archives need to be FAIR
• Findable
BUT – remember the FAIR principles are
• Accessible
aimed
primarily at Machines being able
• Interoperable
to• use
the data.
Reusable
With expressly
plenty of Cloud
NOT
for Humans re-using data!
European Commission has already made
open access an obligation for its Horizon
2020 grantees
EC report estimates that on average about
5% of total research expenditure should be
spent on properly managing and 'stewarding'
data in an integrated fashion

What might FAIR Archaeological Data
look like (for computers)?
DIGITAL OBJECT Data, code and other research outputs.
it needs to be represented in standard formats to best
enable interoperability of data.
IDENTIFIERS Persistent and unique (PIDs)
Digital Objects should be assigned a unique and persistent
identifier such as a DOI or URN (e.g. LOD).
STANDARDS & CODE Open, documented formats
This enables others to reuse them as the format is in
widespread use and software is available to read the files.
A model for FAIR Digital
Archaeological Objects?

METADATA Contextual documentation, including usage
licence, Provenance.
Source: Turning FAIR into Reality – report and action plan
from European Commission Expert group on FAIR data

Different views on archaeological data – for humans?
Heritage Data Characterization? (or alchemy?)
Strategic Management Data
• e.g. interventions at National level – more for management
statistics, or socio-economic analysis and reporting,
demographics
• Project management data at national or regional levels (geolocational analysis)
Researchers & Audience Data
Website, Search, ‘present-time’– data analysis
Heritage Research Data e.g. potential of data mining analytics
• Site/project level data – stratigraphy (spatio-temporal), site
types, periods (temporal), etc
• Object level data (finds) - artefacts: ceramics, coins, ecofacts:
bones, plants, etc
• Archaeological Science datasets – analyses of the above: sci
dating, spectrometry, etc
• GIS - Spatial patterning and distributions – sites or object level
(e.g EngLaid project https://englaid.com/ ), Characterising the
heritage of Places.
• Quantitative methods – Bayesian stats on C14 and
Stratigraphy
The discovery of the elements mapped to significant periodic
table development dates (pre-, per- and post-) - Wikipedia

FAIR Challenges
– Blue pill or Red pill ?
for stratigraphic
data
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave as is?
Variable archive per site
Mixed data content
is no stratigraphic data OK?
FA** data at best
Is it sustainable to focus
archives on single site
analysis?

• Changes based on standards?
• FAIR Principles in place for
Stratigraphic data?
• Inclusion of stratigraphic data
in Data Management Plans
• Increased digital deposition of
commercially derived data?

“Who uses this stuff anyway”?

No one expects an Archive Inquisition?
DMPs need to be included as part of Archive
deposition e.g. in OASIS/Archive records

Data Management Plans
(DMPs) need to cover at least
Four stages in archive life-cycle?
1. Excavation/Assessment
2. Analysis
3. Publication
4. Deposition (Archive?)

FAIR Challenges
– Blue pill or Red pill ?
for Archaeological
data in general
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave as is?
Individual archive per site
Mixed data content
FAIR metadata enough?
FA*R data at best
Is it sustainable to focus
archives on single site
analysis?

• Changes based on user needs?
• International conventions for
checking Data Management
Plans?
• Inter-site analysis harder
• Inter-site Interoperability harder
• Do we need better standards for
inter-site comparative data?

“Who uses this stuff anyway”?
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